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ABSTRACT: A facial recognition system is a computer application that deals with identification or verification of a 
person from digital image. To eliminate the error condition, the application of face recognition system is widely used. 
The altering facial appearance is one of the main challenging problems faced in face recognition algorithms. The 
proposed system consists of three stages namely; face detection, feature extraction and classification providing face 
recognition. Initially, the face is detected from the input image and the architectural features are extracted from the face 
detected image. Using classifier, the original image and morphed images is classified in reference with the features 
extracted from the detected face image. Finally, the system performs the retrieval of the original face from the morphed 
face. The proposed extreme learning machine algorithm yields high accuracy in face recognition technique as 
compared to the other algorithms. The proposed algorithm yields proper high detection and recognition accuracy as 
compared to different existing face algorithms. 
 
KEYWORDS: Face detection, Extracting facial features, Face recognition, Extreme learning machine algorithm, Face 
image. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Biometrics is being used increasingly now a day as a reliable method of providing valid recognition over 
traditional methods such as authentication, passwords and so on. Biometric security relies on identifying people based 
on certain specific biological characteristics such as face, fingerprints, iris, retina,  persons signature that change less 
frequently over a period of time. 
 Plastic surgery procedures provide a skilled and permanent way to enhance the facial appearance by correcting 
feature abnormality and treating facial skin to get a younger look. Apart from beauty reasons, plastic surgery 
procedures are favourable for patients suffering from several kinds of disorders caused due to excessive structural 
growth of facial features or skin tissues. Plastic surgery procedures modify the facial features and skin texture thereby 
providing a makeover in the appearance of face. With reduction in cost and time required for these procedures, the 
fame of plastic surgery is increasing. Even the general tolerability in the society encourages individuals to undergo 
plastic surgery for cosmetic reasons.  
 According to the information provided by the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery for year 2010 [1], 
there is about 9% increase in the total number of cosmetic surgery procedures, with over 500, 000 surgical procedures 
carried over face. Transmuting facial geometrical shapes and texture increases the intra-class variability between the 
pre and post-surgery images of the same personality. Therefore, matching post-surgery images with pre-surgery images 
becomes a difficult task for automatic face recognition algorithms. Facial aging is a biological process that leads to 
gradual changes in the geometry and texture of a face. Unlike aging, plastic surgery is a unprompted process that is 
generally performed dissimilar to the effect of facial aging. Since the changes caused due to plastic surgery procedures 
are natural, it is difficult for face recognition algorithms to model such non-uniform face transformations. On the other 
hand, mask is the process of cover up one’s identity by using makeup and other accessories. Both surgery and disguise 
can be misused by individuals trying to conceal their identity and avoid recognition. Variations caused due to disguise 
are temporary and reversible; however, changes caused due to plastic surgery are long-term and may not be reversible. 
Due to these reasons, plastic surgery is now established as a new and challenging covariate of face recognition next to 
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aging and disguise. Singh et al. [2] analyzed various types of local and global plastic surgery procedures and their 
effect on different face recognition algorithms. They have practically shown that the non-linear variations induced by 
surgical procedures are difficult to address with current algorithm of face recognition. De Marsico et al. [3] developed 
an approach to integrate information derived from local regions to match pre- and post-surgery face images. Aggarwal 
et al. [4] proposed sparse representation approach on local facial fragments to match surgically altered face images. 
 Though recent results suggest that the algorithms are improving towards addressing the deal with, there is a 
significant scope for further improvement. This research presents an extreme learning machine based algorithm for 
recognizing altered face images due to plastic surgery procedures. Further, two feature extractors, Extended Uniform 
Circular Local Binary Pattern (EUCLBP) [5] and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [6], are used for extracting 
discriminating information from face granules. Finally, different responses are integrated using an extreme learning 
machine approach for improved accuracy. The performance result of the proposed algorithm is compared with another 
face recognition system for matching surgically altered face images against large scale gallery. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 Sang -11 choi et al (2010) proposed a pixel selection method in face images based on discriminant features for 
recognition of face images. By analyzing face recognition the relationship between the pixels in a face image and 
features are extracted from face images, pixels that contain a large amount of discriminant information are selected, 
while pixels with less discriminant information are discarded. The proposed method is, the pixels based on the 
discriminant information in face recognition, instead of selecting relevant preceding regions. Comparative experiments 
are achieved using the CMU-PIE, FERET, and Yale B is various databases. The investigational results show 
complexity in the pixel range especially under illumination deviation. 
  Byeong Hwan Jeon (2011) proposed a model-based technique clustering algorithm for locating frontal views 
of human faces with in-plane rotation in difficult scenes, which can explain the random shape of the distributions 
efficiently in a feature space. An optimization method is employed for decide on representative face and non face 
models from the sample images. Image invariance assets on human faces and Hausdorff distance are used for finding 
the orientation of a candidate of face, and the Euclidean distance are stabilize correlation coefficient are used for the 
matching measures between characters. Three different types of feature spaces are used for the matching; binary image, 
gray level image, and frequency in order. Binary comparison is used for the minimization of the processing 
time in detecting candidate faces and their orientations in a scene, while the correlation measures of gray level images 
and frequency domain features obtained by Discrete Cosine Transform are used for the authentication. Experimental 
results proved that the proposed technique of face detection method features gives very low detection ratio compared to 
the other features. 
  Hyun – chul choi et al (2012) proposed a fast face detection technique which can find exact face regions in both 
gray and color static images using the Bayesian discriminating feature and the particle attractive genetic 
algorithm. In Bayesian discriminant characteristic method, face and non face probability can be calculated with 
probabilistic models of the face and non face feature vectors which consists of vertical, horizontal histograms, and 1D 
wavelets of the image inside the applicant window. These probabilities are representation as Gaussian distribution and 
can be used to distinguish face regions from non face regions. The main constraint with this method is that 
improper face candidate regions occur in detection. 
  

III  SYSTEM DETAILS 
 The system includes preliminary step is face detection and then recognition is done. 
A. Face Detection 
 Face detection is an essential application of visual object detection and it is one of the main components of face 
analysis and understanding with face localization and face recognition. It becomes a more and more complete domain 
used in a large number of applications, amid which we find security, new communication boundary, biometrics and 
many others. The purpose of face detection is to detect human faces in still images or videos, in different situations. 
Here we have made a global overview of face detection and then focussed on a detector which processes images very 
quickly while achieving high detection rates. This detection is pedestal on a boosting algorithm called AdaBoost and 
the response of simple Haar- Based features. The motivation for using such a face detection framework is to explore 
issues and obstacles concerning the application of machine learning to object detection.  
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Figure 1: Face Detection Technique 
 

 Face detection is a computer tools that determines the position and amount of size of human faces in subjective 
digital images in Figure 1. It detects facial characteristics and ignores everything else, such as house, foliage and 
human bodies. Face detection performance is known to be highly influenced by variations and illuminations. 
 
B. Process in Face Detection 
 Many algorithms implement the face-detection task as a binary pattern classification task. That is, the contented of 
a given image is changed into trained classifier or extracts the facial feature, after which a trained the classifier faces 
decides whether that particular part of the region of the image is face or non face. Frequently, a window-sliding method 
is in work. That is, the ELM classifier is used to categorize usually square or rectangular the portions of an image, at all 
locations and scales, as moreover faces or non-faces. 
 A face characters can contain the appearance, shape, and action of faces. There is some figure of faces is 
recognizable ones are oval, diamond, in a circle, rectangle, feeling, and triangle. Movement include, but not partial to, 
blinking, raised eyebrows, flared nostrils, wrinkled brow, and open lips. The face shapes will not be proficient to 
distinguish any person making any expression, it is very difficult to find other algorithms but the ELM method does 
result in a high accuracy.  
 
C. Overview of Face Recognition  
 Facial recognition is an important field within biometrics and computer vision. With biometrics, we can more 
reliably identifying or verify a person. In this context, facial recognition can provide a user friendly way of recognizing 
a person by capturing the persons face using a camera attached to computer systems. Facial recognition is achieved by 
means of comparing the rigid features of face, which do not change over a period of time. 
 It can also achieved by comparing other parameters such as skin tone against the information that are stored in 
facial database. Many different algorithms are already available to perform this comparison. However, the basic steps 
remain the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Block diagram of Facial Recognition 
 
 As Figure 2 facial recognition steps are described as separate components of a typical Face Recognition System. 
 Acquire involves capturing the image containing the face. In case of 2D face recognition, a digital camera is 
needed. For 3D face recognition, an additional digital camera is needed. 
 Detect involves identifying the face in the captured image and demarcating it from the image background. 
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 Align is the face may not be perpendicular to the camera and hence the alignment needs to be determined and 
compensated to before recognition. 
 Extract involves a process of measuring various facial features and creating a facial template, face print for the 
purpose of matching and identification. 
 Match involves the process of matching the facial template with the records in the facial database. Similar often 
involves a scoring method are obtained by running the corresponding algorithms on the facial data. The high scores 
indicate a higher probability of match being accurate. 
 Report may involve returning one or more facial matches depending on the usage scenario. Matches can be 
returned based on the score and user preferences. 
 
D. Feature Extraction and Recognition 
 Once the face image has been normalized, the features can be extracted and detection of the face and then 
recognize the face images by using proposed algorithm. In feature extraction, a mathematical representation called a 
biometric template or biometric reference is engender, which is accumulate in the database manage initial recognition 
step.  
 Proposed algorithms of face recognition can be varied in different way to transfer a face image into simple 
mathematical equation and then perform the task in recognition. Then process of recognition and the maximum 
recognition features can be extracted and can template matched can be matched individually and can be processed. 
Then it cannot be processed in other algorithm but able to proper recognition rate in proposed method 
 Issues in the different face templates cannot be individually performed and then it should be proper biometric 
templates should be generated. The process of feature extraction and recognition proposed algorithm can be detected 
and provides exact recognition rate.  The recognition of simple face regions can be extracted due to different 
approaches and the proposed method can be proper rate and it can be achieved proper detection rate. In the process of 
face detection more difficulties are occurred to overcome the problem of proposed method. 
 

IV EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE 
 Learning time is an important factor while designing any computational intelligent algorithms used for 
classifications, medication, manage etc. Recently, Extreme Learning Machine has been proposed, which significantly 
decrease the quantity of time needed to train a Neural Network. It has been extensively used for many applications. 
This paper proposed ELM and its applications is described.When the input weights and the hidden layer biases are 
randomly assigned, SLFNs (single-hidden layer feed-forward neural networks) can be simply considered as a linear 
system and the output weights (linking the hidden layer to the output layer) can be computed through simple 
generalized inverse operation. Based on this idea, this paper proposes a simple learning algorithm for SLFNs called 
extreme learning machine. Different from traditional learning algorithms the extreme learning algorithm not only 
provides the smaller training error but also the better performance. 
 The input weights and hidden layer biases of SLFNs can be randomly assigned if the activation functions in the 
hidden layer are infinitely differentiable. Subsequent to the input weights and the hidden layer biases are chosen 
arbitrarily, SLFNs can be simply measured as a linear system and the output weights of SLFNs can be analytically 
determined through simple generalized inverse operation of the hidden layer output matrices.  
 Based on this concept, this paper proposes a simple learning algorithm for SLFNs called extreme learning machine 
(ELM) whose learning speed can be thousands of times faster than traditional other learning algorithms like local 
binary pattern, local ternary pattern, main element analysis, k nearest algorithm, linear discriminant algorithm while 
obtaining better generalization performance.  
 Different from established learning algorithms the proposed learning algorithm not only tends to reach the smallest 
training error but also the smallest norm of weights. 
 ELM was initially proposed for pattern single hidden layer feed forward neural networks and has recently been 
extended to kernel learning as well: 

 ELM provides a united learning platform with widespread type of feature mappings and can be applied in 
regression and multi-class classification applications directly. 

 From the optimization technique point of view ELM has milder optimization constraints compared to SVM, LS-
SVM and so on. 

 In theory ELM can approximate any objective permanent function and classify any disjoint regions. 
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 In theory evaluate to ELM, SVM, LBP, LTP, LDA, KNN can be achieved different explanation and achieve the 
more computation difficulties. 

The fundamental nature of ELM is that 
1. Hidden layer of ELM should not be iteratively tuned. 
2. According to feed forward neural network theory both the training error  and the norm of weights 

need to be minimized.  
3. The hidden layer feature mapping need to satisfy the universal approximation condition.  
  ELM is efficient for batch mode learning, sequential learning, incremental learning.ELM provides a unified 

learning model for regression, binary/multi-class classification.ELM works with different hidden nodes 
including kernels.ELM always provides better generalization performance than other techniques using equation 
1.  

Two-Step learning model 
1. Initialization phase: where batch ELM is used to initialize the learning system. 
2. Sequential learning phase: where recursive least square (RLS) method is adopted to update the learning system 

sequentially. 
A. Implementation in Extreme Learning   Machine Algorithm (ELM): 
   Given a training set of patterns of input are , activation function g(x), and 
hidden node features N. 
 Step 1: Randomly assign input weight i and bias i, i= 1,...,N. 
 Step 2: calculate the hidden layer output matrix H. 
 Step 3: compute the output weight||β|| 
   ||β||                  (1)  
  Where T= [T1,....,TN]  

 The advantages of extreme learning machine algorithm are needs less training time compared to popular Local 
Binary Pattern (LBP) and other algorithm. The prediction performance of ELM is usually a little better than LBP and 
close to SVM in many applications. Nonlinear activation function still can work in ELM. 
 

V   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 The simulation tool used for processing input face images is MATLAB version 8.1. Image processing toolbox is 
utilized for the purpose of simulating the input face images which are in JPEG (Joint Photography Expert Group) 
digital format. 
 Camera used to capture the input images is NIKON COOLPIXS3200 with 16 megapixels resolution, 6X optical 
zoom CCD sensor and images displayed on 27 inch LCD. The resolution of these images is 4608 x 3456.   
  In Figure 2 represents the Input face images is given to the MATLAB tool. Totally 100 input images is given 
and are detect the each 100 face. In Figure 4 (a) represents input face image is given to matlab version 8.1 and output 
presents is shown in Figure 4 (c). In Figure 4 (b) shows detecting the face image in ELM algorithm. In Figure 4 shows 
process over in face detection. After detecting our face extracts some of the features to recognize the face image. After 
that we can proceed the original or as well as fake image. In existing algorithms detected our face is not clearly and 
having some drawbacks in feature extraction to overcome this we have to use proposed extreme learning machine 
algorithm. 
 Figure 2 represents output of different algorithms in face detection. In Figure 2 (a), it represents the input face 
image given into MATLAB, In Figure 2 (b), it represents the output of PCA algorithm, Our aim is to extract the face 
alone by using this algorithm,  but the other objects like fore head, neck are also extracted. This is the main 
disadvantage of PCA algorithm. In Figure 2 (c), it represents  the output of LBP algorithm, this algorithm also didn’t 
extract face alone, it also extracts background of the image and full human body. Pixels are represented in the form of 
dots. In this algorithm, all parts like eye, nose and other parts in the human body also represented in the form of pixels 
having similar shapes. This is also a disadvantage on using LBP algorithm for face detection. 
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   (a) Input Face Image               (b) Output of PCA Algorithm             (c) Output of LBP Algorithm    

                 (d) 
Output of LDA Algorithm (e) Output of LTP Algorithm (f) Output of proposed Algorithm 

Figure 2: Output of different algorithms in face detection 
 
Figure 2 (d) represents the output of LDA algorithm, In this algorithm, faces in the feature space is treated as a only 
high-dimensional vector space, it is the disadvantage on using LDA algorithm, and also the threshold value is not 
selected properly for considering the original as well as fake image.it is also another disadvantage on using LDA 
algorithm for face detection. Figure 2 (e) represents the output of LTP algorithm, it is the extension of LBP algorithm, 
it is also having similiar disadvantages present in LBP algorithm. This algorithm didn’t consider about any extra 
presence of added objects in the face.So this algorithm also not a efficient one to detect face clearly. 
  Figure 2 (f) , it represents the output of ELM algorithm, it considers even the non-linear regions in the face and it 
also detect and retrieve the regressive face. ELM algorithm needs less training time compared to popular LBP and other 
algorithms. The prediction performance of ELM is usually a little better than LBP and close to SVM in many 
applications. So from the comparison with other algorithms it is clearly proved that the ELM algorithm is very efficient 
in face detection method and also recognize images. 
 Figure 3 represents architectural features of face images namely left eye, right eye, nose and lips to which 
parameters are applied. The parameters include mean, variance, kurtosis, energy, skewness which are applied to each 
architectural feature to separate the original as well as morphed face image with the help of the classifier. If the 
parameters are classified using proposed technique retrieving original image from the morphed face image 
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Figure 3: Architecture Feature of Face Image 

Table 1: Performance measures of face images using different algorithm 
 

 
 The classification results of different image datasets for the proposed method using ELM are furnished in Table 1. 
The parameters sensitivity, specificity are calculated using Equation 2 and 3. 
 
        SPECIFICITY=             (2) 
 
        SENSITIVITY=              (3) 
 

Algorithm 
 

Total 
Images 

True 
Positive 

True 
Negative 

False 
Positive 

False  
Negative 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

Accuracy 
(%) 

LBP 100 20 24 30 26 56 51 47.8 
LTP     100 36 38 14 12 72 70 77 
KNN 100 36 20 14 30 65 63 76.4 
PCA 100 45 47 5 3 85 82 88 
LDA 100 28 32 22 18 78 71 66.7 
ELM 100 48 48 2 2 93 90 95 
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       ACCURACY=         (4) 
 
 In Equation 4 represents accuracy by considering TP is number of true positive, TN is number of true negative, FN 
is number of false negative, FP is number of true positive. The sensitivity and specificity analysis of each algorithm are 
listed in Table 1. The accuracy of different existing algorithms is low compared to proposed method. The simulated 
output of the system with various algorithms such as Local Binary Pattern, Local Ternary Pattern, Linear Discriminant 
Analysis, Principal Component Analysis, K Nearest Neighbour and Extreme Learning machine is listed in the Table 1 
and analysis of the output of different algorithms is listed in Table 1. 
 In order to evaluate the potential advantages of the proposed method, the overall performance measures are 
calculated for various datasets and the results are given in Table 1. The performance of the proposed system in original 
and fake images is also tested by considering different images using Extreme Learning Machine. The accuracy of all 
face recognition is listed in above Table 1. The face retrieved image for computation speed is high and also accuracy is 
low in existing algorithm. So, a new technique of recognizing face images using extreme learning machine (ELM) is 
proposed in order to achieve high accuracy and with high computational speed. 
 

VI CONCLUSION 
 This project provides for comparative study of various existing face recognition systems to detect the face images. 
The result shows that the accuracy of the existing methods is very low. The various existing algorithms in face 
recognition are compared and are found to provide low sensitivity and low specificity of face images. The simulation 
has been done for various face recognition systems that use local binary pattern, local ternary pattern, principle 
component analysis, linear discriminant analysis and K nearest neighbour algorithms but proposed algorithm accuracy 
is high compare to other algorithms and retrieving original from morphed face images is also high. 
 

VII FUTURE WORK 
 For the future work in face recognition method by using an effective analysis, the more number of features are 
extracted in face images and also analysis of various resolutions in different image formats. 
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